data recovery and extraction
informational and forensic reporting
logical data analysis and consultancy
supporting many different brands and models

http://ios-forensics.com

Cell phones and mobile devices can prove to be valuable sources of information in many types of
investigations. Parties in litigation seeking to prove usage of stolen client lists often find important clues
by analyzing patterns of activities on cell phones and other mobile devices, including contacts and their
creation dates, as well as when and how often certain phone numbers were called. This type of analysis
is often useful in a multitude of different scenarios.
iOS Forensics utilizes an array of tools in an attempt to extract as much data as possible and to provide
the client with a well-formatted, easy-to-understand report. These tools allow us to support many of the
following iOS devices, including iPhone 3G, iPhone 4, iPhone 5, iPhone 6, iPhone 7, iPad 1, iPad 2,
iPod Touch 3G, and iPod Touch 4G.
We support a number of Android® and Blackberry® based devices. There are also numerous feature
phones that we may be able to extract data from. Each device acquisition is performed on a
case-by-case basis, as results may vary from one phone to the next.
iOS Forensics performs cell phone and mobile device data acquisition on a flat rate basis. If a cell phone
or mobile device is a supported model, iOS Forensics is often able to copy all of the data off the device
for further review or analysis. Turnaround times vary depending on the circumstances of the case and
the complexity of the acquisition and reporting.
iOS Forensics does not provide cell phone forensics services related to spyware, malware, or hacking
investigations. Our services focus on preservation of evidence and recovery of deleted information for
informational and litigation purposes. iOS Forensics is unable to guarantee that the specific deleted data
being sought will be recovered given how often data is overwritten on mobile devices.
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